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Elementary Particle Physics

● Also know as High Energy 
Physics (HEP) although some 
of our data have nothing to do 
with large energies

● Mission: study the most 
fundamental level of matter 
(elementary particles = atoma)

● Big Bang theory  connection 
of micro- with macro-physics

Picture source: wikipedia, CC0
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Human spectrum of HEP

● Distinction emerged in Physics around the early XX century; hopping from 
one side to the other is very unusual in HEP

● Since the 70s, exp people tend to form larger and larger collaborations; 
record held by the ATLAS and CMS experiments at CERN's LHC with 
~3000 co-authors each

● Theory papers have few authors (most frequently 2 or 3)

● Small exp collaborations (<100) still exist; exp-theory collaborations also 
happen (rarely); experimentalists seldomly publish few-authors papers too

● Theory and exp share the same editorial ecosystem (= read each other)

Experimentalists Theorists
(wall)
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Publication practices: case 1

● Theorists, small experiments, or small groups of 
experimentalists studying new instruments & methods:

Preprint
on arXiv

Publication
(usually OA)

Green OA Gold OA

Submit to journalWrite draft

Seek early 
community 
feedback

(conferences 
etc.)

Spontaneous 
community 
feedback

Peer review
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Publication practices: case 2

● Analysis teams within large experimental collaborations:

Green OA Gold OA Members-only

Write draft

Write 
internal note

Internal
Note

Public
Note

Internal Review:
working group coordinators → 
ad-hoc review committee → 

Physics Coordinator(s)

Spontaneous 
community 
feedback

Presented at conferences
(forbidden before this step)

Submit to journal
& upload to arXiv

Preprint
on arXiv

Publication
(OA)

Peer review
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Preprints: arXiv

● Highly-automated electronic 
archive and distribution server

● Maintained and operated by the 
Cornell University Library, 
funded by a network of O(100) 
libraries, with guidance from a 
Scientific Advisory Board and a 
Member Advisory Board

● Subject moderators may reject 
submissions in extreme cases; 
but they do not review
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Publications: SCOAP3

https://scoap3.org/what-is-scoap3/ 

https://scoap3.org/what-is-scoap3/
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SCOAP3
● HEP journals converted to OA at no 

cost for authors (today ~90% of all 
HEP papers are published OA)

● SCOAP3 centrally pays publishers 
for OA costs, publishers in turn 
reduce subscription fees

● Countries contribute proportionally to 
scientific output in HEP

● Copyright stays with authors; CC-BY 
license allows text- and data-mining

● CERN acts as host organization for 
SCOAP3 (similar to LHC exps)

● LHC exps since 2007 pledge to 
submit OA; SCOAP3 helps them 

A. Kohls, S. Mele, Converting the Literature of a 
Scientific Field to Open Access through Global 
Collaboration: The Experience of SCOAP3 in 
Particle Physics, Publications 2018, 6(2), 15; 
https://doi.org/10.3390/publications6020015  

https://doi.org/10.3390/publications6020015
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Some exceptions to the rule

Given their low HEP content, journals as Science or Nature Physics are not in SCOAP3 
and are not OA. Occasional LHC articles are OA, reflecting the HEP practices.
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Public notes by large collaborations

● Umbrella term for openly accessible online documents 
that are neither on journals nor on arXiv
● (e.g.: Physics Analysis Summary in the CMS coll., 

Conference Note in the ATLAS coll., accessible on 
CERN Document Server)

● Typically released in the occasion of key conferences
● Usually expected to be superseded by a journal article
● Can also be support material of very technical nature, 

hence never expected to become a journal article
● There are also cross-experiment working groups that, in 

some cases, only produce public notes
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From public note to paper draft

● In large HEP collaborations, both public notes and 
journal papers need to pass a severe internal review 
before being publicly released

● But draft papers must also pass some extra editorial 
review, plus a Collaboration Wide Review (CWR)

Public
Note

Spontaneous 
community 
feedback

Submit to journal
& upload to arXiv

More review, 
in content and 

form, by 
coordinators 
and internal 

referees

New draft,
towards journal

Editorial 
review by 

Publication 
Committee

Editorial 
review by 
Language 

Editor 
(appointed

ad hoc)

CWR: all 
collaboration gets 

invited to read 
and comment

(Exact order depends 
on the collaboration)
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Do we need journals at all?

Example #1: most cross-experiment combinations are only 
public notes:

Reason: the editorial review within a large collaboration implies 
significant extra work (with respect to a public note) for many people; a 
combination implies to multiply that by N large collaborations, each 
having its own procedures and conventions... Gain/cost ratio is often 
considered too small to be worth this extra work (some exceptions for 
high-profile combinations, like the one mentioned in this excerpt)

The opinions expressed are exclusively my responsibility

Excerpt from:
A.Giammanco, TOP2017: Experimental Summary, 
arXiv:1712.02177 [hep-ex], TOP2017 proceedings
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Do we need journals at all?

Example #2: Tevatron+LHC combination of top-quark mass 
measurements is on arXiv but never submitted for peer-review

Citations vs year
Tevatron+LHC top-quark 

mass combination
(total today: ~600)

HEP community trusts public documents by large collaborations; 
unlikely that major issues are still present by the time of the peer 
review; CMS submitted ~800 papers, none was ever rejected

The opinions expressed are exclusively my responsibility

Source: Inspire, the main 
bibliographic database for HEP, 

which counts also citations 
to/from preprints

https://inspirehep.net/
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Do we need journals at all?

An experiment by a colleague: uploading a theory paper to arXiv only 
after publication by the journal (contrary to the customs of the field)

The opinions expressed are exclusively my responsibility

First Online: 11 September 2018 Uploaded: 27 September 2018

Authors started to receive e-mails of spontaneous feedback only the day after 
the upload to arXiv. Impact factor of this journal: 5.2 (2017)

For the HEP community, visibility comes through arXiv; impact factor of the 
journals is perceived as only relevant for the CV of the main authors
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Thanks for your attention

Thanks also to Boaz Klima and Carlos Lourenco (chair and deputy chair of the 
CMS Publication Committee), Salvatore Mele (head of Open Access at CERN), 
and to Georgios Krintiras, Pieter David and Christophe Delaere (UCL) for very 

useful discussions on the subject
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Data on 33K articles Open Access gold (pure) fees 
125 universities, 10 research centers, 3 funding agencies, 1 charity, 10 countries

Average = 1.5 k€
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https://scoap3.org/
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Data on 22K articles Open Access hybrid fees 
125 universities, 10 research centers, 3 funding agencies, 1 charity, 10 countries

Average = 2.5 k€ 
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https://scoap3.org/
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By the time an article is published, it starts 
already to get 'out of attention'
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The Large Hadron Collider
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https://inspirehep.net/record/1119569
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Image from http://www.symmetrymagazine.org/article/august-2012/particle-physics-tames-big-data
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The context

● General consensus in the LHCTopWG that (at least) some of 
our combinations deserve to become peer-reviewed papers

● Different Physics Coordinators have had different opinions on 
what makes a combination worth publishing, and in general there 
seems to be a preference for case-by-case discussions rather 
than general policies

● Proposal to use arXiv more often (à la Tevatron), even without 
submission to journal, instead of / in addition to public notes

● Contra: extra editorial burden on both experiments; anyway 
ignored by Scopus etc., and despised by non-HEP people

● Pro: arXiv gives more visibility than CDS and exp webpages; 
citations are taken into account by Inspire's bibliometry

● Only case from this WG so far: LHC+Tevatron top mass 
combination, http://arxiv.org/abs/1403.4427 

From a talk of mine in a 
combination group 
(LHCTopWG)

http://arxiv.org/abs/1403.4427
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Two questions
relevant to policy-makers

● How many citations are ATLAS and CMS 
losing because "users" of our combinations 
(e.g., theorists) are citing a non-citable 
source instead of an arXiv / journal paper?

● Note: more difficult to estimate are those 
that we are losing because potential users 
are not even aware of the existence of a 
combination (as said, CDS and exp 
websites give less visibility than arXiv)

● How often would ATLAS and CMS analysts 
really like to cite a LHCTopWG result but 
can not, because our editorial policies 
forbid to cite a public note?

From a talk of mine in a 
combination group 
(LHCTopWG)
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